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Abstract—Testing is an integral part of the development of
compilers and other language processors. To automatically create
large sets of test programs, random program generators, or
fuzzers, have emerged. Unfortunately, existing approaches are
either language-specific (and thus require a rewrite for each
language) or may generate programs that violate rules of the
respective programming language (which limits their usefulness).
This work introduces ∗Smith, a language-agnostic framework
for the generation of valid, compilable test programs. It takes as
input an abstract attribute grammar that specifies the syntactic
and semantic rules of a programming language. It then creates
test programs that satisfy all these rules. By aggressively pruning
the search space and keeping the construction as local as possible,
∗Smith can generate huge, complex test programs in short time.
We present four case studies covering four real-world programming languages (C, Lua, SQL, and SMT-LIB 2) to show that
∗Smith is both efficient and effective, while being flexible enough
to support programming languages that differ considerably. We
found bugs in all four case studies. For example, ∗Smith detected
165 different crashes in older versions of GCC and LLVM (50
more than Csmith, a state-of-the-art fuzzer for C).
∗Smith and the language grammars are available online under
the terms of an open-source license.
Index Terms—fuzz testing, compilers, attribute grammars

I. I NTRODUCTION
Since compilers (and other kinds of language processors)
are a central component of our software-driven world, their
correctness is crucial: If a compiler is erroneous, it fails to
translate applications or even silently produces wrong code.
Unfortunately, real compilers do contain bugs, as is evidenced
by the massive amount of research studies (cf. Sec. II) and
entries in bug trackers. Since a formal verification of these
highly complex software systems is often impractical, testing
is the only remedy to build confidence in their implementation.
Fuzzing is a well-established technique to perform this testing process in an automated way. It consists of two basic steps:
1) The compiler under test is fed with randomly generated
test programs. 2) The compiler’s behavior and/or output is
examined to check if a test program triggers a bug.
Depending on the testing scenario and goals, there are
several options for step 2 (see Chen et al. [1] for a comparative
study). Basic testing runs the compiler on a test program. If
the compiler crashes (e.g., due to a failed assertion), there
is a bug. Randomized Differential Testing (RDT) [2] feeds
the same test program into different compilers and compares
the outputs of the generated executables. Equivalence Modulo
Inputs (EMI) [3] takes a test program and an input I. It
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Fig. 1: Stages of an exemplified compiler.
then generates program variants that should produce the same
output for I as the original program (e.g., by pruning dead
code). To find bugs in a compiler, EMI compiles all variants
and compares the outputs of the generated programs.
Key to all these approaches is the generation of complex test
programs that cover as many parts of the compiler as possible.
What makes step 1 complicated is the way compilers typically
work, see Fig. 1. If an analysis stage detects an error in the
input program, the compiler terminates with an error message.
Later, particularly error-prone stages are not executed and thus
not tested. This also restricts techniques like RDT or EMI.
There are approaches that try to solve this problem. On
the one hand, there are language-specific fuzzers that generate
programs in a particular programming language. For example,
Csmith [4] generates C programs that are not only compilable
but also free of undefined behavior. In combination with RDT,
Csmith was shown to be a highly effective bug finding tool for
C compilers. One drawback of language-specific approaches is
that the syntactic and semantic rules of the respective programming language are entangled with the (non-trivial) program
generation logic. This not only hampers maintainability and
extensibility, but also requires a rewrite from scratch to support
a different programming language [4].
On the other hand, there are language-agnostic approaches
that can generate programs in a variety of languages. For
example, there are generators [5]–[7] that take as input a
context-free grammar of a programming language and generate
strings that conform to this grammar. Users only have to focus
on writing an appropriate grammar. But while the generated
programs are guaranteed to be syntactically correct, they
most likely do not pass the name/type analysis. Thus, these
programs can only be used for a shallow testing of compilers.
To the best of our knowledge, there is no language-agnostic
program generator yet that produces compilable programs for
arbitrary, real programming languages and that scales to the
generation of many, large test cases. ∗Smith fills this gap.
Fig. 2 depicts the workflow of ∗Smith. In our newly
designed language L A L A (language specification language),
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Fig. 2: Workflow of ∗Smith, our language-agnostic fuzzing framework that generates compilable test programs.
the user defines the syntactic and semantic rules of a programming language in a declarative way by means of an
attribute grammar (see Sec. III). This specification may reference methods from runtime libraries written in Java that
the user also provides. ∗Smith translates a given specification
to Java classes that, together with the runtime libraries, are
the input for the fuzzer. It creates arbitrarily many abstract
syntax trees (ASTs) of programs that conform to the specified
rules. The algorithm exploits novel technical ideas that make it
efficient (see Sec. IV). For example, we introduce fail patterns
that allow us to aggressively prune the search space. A final
serialization step converts the ASTs to test programs.
Sec. V presents four case studies covering four different
languages (C, Lua, SQL, and SMT-LIB 2) to show that ∗Smith
is flexible (it supports different languages with diverse properties), efficient (it can create huge programs in a short time),
and effective (it detects bugs in production compilers).
Our implementation and example specifications are available online (https://github.com/FAU-Inf2/StarSmith).
II. R ELATED W ORK
Compilers have been tested with random programs before.
We discuss important work and how ∗Smith differs. See Liang
et al. [8] for a recent overview of general fuzzing techniques.
There are many language-specific compiler fuzzers, e.g.,
Csmith [4] and others [2], [9]–[12] for the C programming language, CLsmith [13] for OpenCL, GLFuzz [14] for OpenGL,
jsfunfuzz [15] for JavaScript, or the tool by Yoshikawa et
al. [16] for Java bytecode. The number of publications not
only shows that there is a clear need for compiler fuzzers, but
also for a language-agnostic approach that reduces the effort
required for developing a new fuzzer.
There are some language-agnostic test program generators,
but they do not offer ∗Smith’s level of conformity or flexibility.
For example, some of them cannot guarantee that the generated
programs are semantically (or even syntactically) valid. LangFuzz [17] and IFuzzer [18] take as input a corpus of example
programs as well as a context-free grammar to parse these.
Based on the ideas of evolutionary algorithms, they apply
different mutation operations to the parse trees to generate new
programs. The resulting test programs are valuable in case of
dynamically typed languages (e.g., JavaScript, PHP), but for
statically typed languages the programs often do not compile.
After training a deep neural network on human written example code, DeepSmith [19] emits new test programs. Compared
to ∗Smith, this means less work for users, but the DeepSmith
output is not guaranteed to be compilable.

The lava system [20] generates test programs that conform
to a context-free grammar, augmented with actions and guards
to check simple contextual rules. Its expressiveness and code
generation are sufficient for low-level languages like Java
bytecode, but lava does not provide a solution for higher-level,
structured languages with a complex type system.
Given a code fragment and a set of variables as input, skeletal program enumeration replaces the fragment’s identifiers
with all possible combinations of variable usages. Zhang et
al. [21] propose an efficient, language-agnostic solution, but it
cannot generate new test programs from scratch.
Pałka et al. [22] generate random lambda terms based on the
simply-typed lambda calculus. These terms can be translated
to type-correct λ-expressions in different programming languages. ∗Smith is more flexible and does not require a formal
definition of the type system (which often is not available).
Besides the detection of compilation bugs, there are other
uses of compiler fuzzing, e.g., to discover missed optimizations [23], to reveal faulty or missing warning messages [24],
or to test other language processing tools, e.g., static analyzers [25], symbolic execution frameworks [26], or refactoring
engines [27]. ∗Smith could reduce the effort to adapt such
approaches to other languages.
To increase its usefulness in practice, compiler fuzzing is
often accompanied by other methods, in particular concerning
test case reduction [28]–[32] and prioritization [33]–[35].
∗Smith could be extended with such features in the future.
Finally, to eliminate the need for testing, research has
introduced formally verified compilers, e.g., the CompCert
C compiler [36] or the CakeML compiler [37]. But formal
verification requires a lot of work and bugs can still be found
for a variety of reasons [4], [21], which is why, in general,
formally verified compilers are not (yet?) popular in practice.
III. T HE L A L A S PECIFICATION L ANGUAGE
This section briefly introduces the L A L A specification language and establishes the terminology that we use below. At
its core, L A L A allows the specification of an attribute grammar [38], [39] that describes syntactically and semantically
valid programs represented as abstract syntax trees (ASTs).
Our running example is a simple language that solely allows
assignments of expressions to variables. Expressions may only
use variables that have been defined before. Checking this
rule requires context information that cannot be provided by a
simple context-free grammar. (Of course, L A L A can describe
much more complex rules, see Sec. V.)
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use SymbTab ;
class Program {
prog (" ${ stmts : StmtList }\ n ") {
stmts . symbs = ( SymbTab : empty );
}
}
@list
class StmtList {
inh symbs : SymbTab ;
one (" ${s: Stmt }") {
stmt . s_before = this . symbs ;
}
@weight (3)
mult (" ${s: Stmt }\ n$ { r : StmtList }") {
s. s_before = this . symbs ;
r. symbs = s. s_after ;
}
}

class Stmt {
inh s_before : SymbTab ;
syn s_after : SymbTab ;
assign (" ${i : Identifier } := ${e : Expr };") {
e. symbs = this . s_before ;
this . s_after = ( SymbTab : put this . s_before i. str );
}
}
class Expr {
inh symbs : SymbTab ;
num (" ${ val : Number }") {}
use_var (" ${ var : UseVariable }") {
var . symbs = this . symbs ;
}
binop ("( ${l : Expr }) ${ op : Op } (${r : Expr })") {
l. symbs = this . symbs ;
r. symbs = this . symbs ;
}
}

class UseVariable {
inh symbs : SymbTab ;
grd defined ;
var (" ${ var : Identifier }") {
this . defined =
( SymbTab : contains this . symbs var . str );
}
}
# alternatively :
class UseVariableGen {
inh symbs : SymbTab ;
var ( SymbTab : defs this . symbs ) : String {}
}
class Identifier ("[ a -z ]{1 ,3}");
class Number ("0|[1 -9][0 -9]{0 ,2}");
class Op ("+| -|*|/");

Fig. 3: L A L A specification for a simple language that allows assignments of expressions to variables.
A. Basic Concepts and Terminology
Fig. 3 holds the L A L A specification for the example language. Initial use statements declare the runtime classes to be
imported (e.g., SymbTab for a symbol table implementation).
Then there are a number of classes that express the terminals
and non-terminals of classic (attribute) grammars and usually
correspond to the syntactic structures of the programming
language (e.g., Stmt for statements or Expr for expressions).
Each AST node belongs to exactly one class.
Each class declares one or more productions that represent the alternative ways to instantiate a node of this class
(e.g., num in class Expr for a single number or binop for
binary expressions). A production not just specifies the node’s
AST children but also its textual serialization. For example,
StmtList nodes instantiated with the mult production have
two children — s of class Stmt and r of class StmtList —
and are serialized by recursively serializing s and r, with a
newline (\n) between them. A serialiazition may also contain
calls of runtime methods that are evaluated once in the final
serialization step and that can be used to embed additional
code in the fuzzer’s output (e.g., code that prints the values of
all defined variables).
Additionally, L A L A offers literal classes that specify their
possible instantiations by means of a regular expression. In
the example language, Identifier nodes are random strings
of one to three characters in the range from a to z.
Classes and productions suffice to specify the context-free
parts of a programming language, i.e., its syntactic rules. To
propagate values along the AST and to specify the contextsensitive rules (e.g., that a variable has to be defined before it
can be used in expressions), classes declare attributes. A node
that belongs to class C carries values for each of C’s declared
attributes. Nodes compute their own synthesized attribute values (syn) and pass them bottom-up to their respective parents.
Literal classes define an implicit, synthesized str attribute
that holds the string representation. Parent nodes compute the
inherited attribute values (inh) of their children top-down. To
specify contextual rules, some classes declare guard attributes
(grd), i.e., boolean conditions that programs have to satisfy.
An evaluation rule in the body of a production specifies how
a target attribute is computed from a set of source attributes.

There must be evaluation rules for all synthesized attributes
of the containing class as well as for all inherited attributes
of all children. In general, these rules call methods of the
runtime classes that implement the logic. In the example,
the var production of the class UseVariable passes both the
current symbol table and the name of a variable to the method
contains of the SymbTab runtime class to check if the variable
has already been defined. Only if this guard holds, the sub-tree
rooted at the UseVariable node is valid in the given context.
For cases like these, in which the given context dictates a set
of possible atomic values, L A L A also offers generator classes.
These contain a call of a runtime method that — depending
on the given context information — returns a list of all valid
values. Fig. 3 shows this with the alternative UseVariableGen
class which uses the defs runtime method to determine the
list of all defined variables. Generators reduce the overall
runtime of our fuzzer: With UseVariable, our algorithm has
to repeatedly choose and discard random variable names until
it finds a valid one (see Sec. IV). On the other hand, using the
generator class UseVariableGen, our algorithm can simply pick
one of the generated values at random. Generator nodes are
implicitly guarded (such a node is valid in the given context if
the list is non-empty, i.e., if there is at least one valid value).
The only difference to normal classes is that the productions of
a generator node are created dynamically once the construction
reaches the node (i.e., one production per value).
Finally, L A L A provides several annotations for classes
and productions (e.g., @list or @weight) that influence the
decisions made by the fuzzing algorithm (see Sec. IV).
B. Imposed Requirements
If attribute A is a (direct or indirect) source value for B, B
depends on A. If A and B are mutually dependent, computing
their values is impossible in general. We exclude this case
by requiring that the grammar is strongly non-cyclic [39]. In
practice, this does not severely limit the languages that can
be defined [39]. Attribute values may still flow in arbitrary
directions through the AST and nodes may still mutually
depend on each other (by using disjoint attribute sets).
Furthermore, for our fuzzing algorithm to work, we assume
additional, implicit dependencies and require that the grammar
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is still strongly non-cyclic: For a guarded class, all its synthesized attributes implicitly depend on all its guard attributes,
which in turn implicitly depend on all its inherited attributes.
This excludes the case that two guarded nodes are mutually
dependent. Thus, any set of guarded nodes is topologically
sortable, i.e., it must have at least one node that does not
depend on the others. This allows our fuzzing algorithm to
always choose where to proceed next, see Sec. IV for details.
This additional requirement also does not severely limit the
expressiveness of L A L A. It is still possible to describe realworld programming languages with complex rules, see Sec. V.
IV. F UZZING A LGORITHM
The goal of our fuzzing algorithm is to efficiently generate
complex test programs that conform to a L A L A specification.
Two observations make this task difficult: 1) The search space
induced by typical specifications is huge and the vast majority
of possible program trees violate guard conditions. Thus, a
program tree generated fully at random is highly unlikely to be
valid. 2) The runtime methods used by the attribute evaluation
rules are black boxes; the algorithm first has to generate a
concrete (sub-)tree before it can check its validity.
In preliminary experiments we found that a simple backtracking does not suffice, since it gets stuck in sub-trees
quite often. We thus propose a more sophisticated algorithm.
In a nutshell, it generates a program tree by instantiating
its nodes with random productions in a top-down manner.
When the evaluation of a guard attribute fails, our algorithm
deconstructs parts of the program tree and then replaces them
with alternatives. There are two main ideas that make this
construction efficient: 1) Our algorithm learns from mistakes:
Whenever it creates an invalid (sub-)tree, it analyzes the
current context to exclude other, inevitably failing trees from
further consideration. We introduce so-called fail patterns to
store this information. 2) To limit the impact of a mistake
on the runtime, our algorithm keeps the AST construction as
local as possible, i.e., it splits it into multiple, independent
constructions of smaller sub-trees.
For presentation purposes, we first introduce preliminary
aspects before we explain the full algorithm.
A. Three Preliminary Aspects
1) Fail patterns: During the construction our algorithm
may tentatively create a program tree that violates guards. It
then discards parts of the tree and constructs an alternative.
To ensure that it does not construct the same sub-tree again
and to prune the search space, ∗Smith constructs a fail pattern
that captures prohibited combinations of productions.
Recall that in the example language variables can only be
used after their definition, i.e., the right hand side of the
very first definition may never use any variables. Assume
now that the construction process reaches the program “foo
:= <UseVariable>; [...]”, the AST of which is depicted
in Fig. 4(a). (We use rectangular nodes for ASTs.) The
fuzzer then determines that the UseVariable sub-tree cannot
be instantiated without violating guards. This leads to the

Program :: prog

Program :: prog

StmtList :: mult

StmtList :: mult

Stmt :: assign
Identifier :: foo

...

Expr :: use_var

Stmt :: assign
∗

Expr :: use_var
∗

UseVariable

(a) A partially constructed AST.

∗

(b) Generated fail pattern.

Fig. 4: Fail pattern for an invalid AST.
construction of the fail pattern depicted in Fig. 4(b), where a
* represents a wildcard for arbitrary trees. (We use chamfered
nodes for fail patterns.) The fail pattern excludes from further
consideration any AST that contains a UseVariable sub-tree on
its first assignment’s right hand side. Sec. IV-B4 shows how
we can deduce solely from the specification that the concrete
variable on the assignment’s left hand side is irrelevant. This
generalized fail pattern ensures that our fuzzer does not simply
try to replace foo with a different variable when searching for
an alternative, as this would inevitably fail again.
2) Recursive productions: Directly or indirectly recursive
productions allow ASTs of unbounded sizes (e.g., the binop
production creates two new Expr nodes that could again be instantiated with binop, etc.) To avoid an unlimited AST growth
and to ensure that the program generation terminates, we limit
the heights of sub-trees generated by recursive productions.
For this purpose, we compute minP for each production
P , the height of the smallest possible sub-tree constructed by
P . In the example, minnum is 1, since all sub-trees rooted at
a num node have height 1, whereas minbinop is 2, since the
smallest possible sub-trees rooted at a binop node have heights
2 (e.g., an expression over two numbers). ∗Smith computes
these values during the translation of a L A L A specification
and uses them at program generation time to ensure that an
AST has a finite height: Whenever ∗Smith instantiates a node
N by a recursive production, it enforces a user-defined height
limit maxN for the sub-tree rooted at N (and recursively a
limit of maxN − 1 for its children). The fuzzer only applies a
recursive production P to a node N if minP ≤ maxN , i.e.,
if the smallest possible sub-tree that P can produce fits into
the height limit of N . In the example, when the construction
reaches a node N with maxN = 1, it no longer considers the
binop production for N (it may choose num instead).
Children of @list classes (e.g., StmtList) are siblings in the
AST. Thus, they all receive the same height limit.
3) Attribute evaluation: During the generation of an AST,
∗Smith has to repeatedly check if all its guard attributes are
satisfied. In general, these values depend on the attribute values
of other AST nodes (which in turn may depend on other
values etc.). To compute these values, our algorithm repeatedly
applies a dynamic attribute evaluator [39] to the current AST.
It determines and computes all attributes for which all source
values have already been computed until a fixpoint is reached.
For example, consider again the AST depicted in Fig. 4(a).
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At first, the evaluator applies the (only) evaluation rule of the
prog node (which does not depend on any source attributes)
to compute the initial (empty) symbol table for the mult child
(its inherited symbs attribute). This enables the computation
of the s_before attribute of the assign node by applying the
respective evaluation rule of the mult production etc.
Our evaluator differs from typical use-cases in two ways:
1) As the AST often holds unfinished sub-trees, in general, not
all attribute values can be computed. However, our evaluator
can always compute the values that are needed for a decision
in the fuzzing algorithm, see below. 2) As our fuzzer has to
repeatedly compute the attribute values, the evaluator works
incrementally and can exploit that in most cases the fuzzer
only adds new nodes to the AST. Attribute values that have
already been computed during a previous run of the evaluator
do not need to be re-evaluated (they cannot have changed).
Note that we omit the calls of the evaluator in the descriptions below to ease the presentation and discussion.
B. Outline of the Algorithm
If we were concerned with generating syntactically valid
programs, our fuzzing algorithm could proceed in a strictly
top-down manner: It would choose a random production for
the program’s root node and handle its children recursively
until it reaches leaf nodes. Such a simple scheme suffices in
the context-free as case all sub-trees are independent.
This no longer holds in our context-sensitive case in which
attribute values are propagated through the AST. A sub-tree
A at one position in the AST can rule if another sub-tree
B at a different position is valid. Thus, A and B cannot be
generated independently (or concurrently): To generate B, we
need a valid sub-tree A. And if the context prohibits a valid
construction of B, we may have to replace A with an alternative (which may require more changes in a sub-tree C etc.).
Our algorithm is based on these observations and thus
distinguishes unguarded from guarded nodes. As unguarded
nodes do not impose any context-sensitive constraints themselves, our algorithm first expands them randomly1 in a topdown manner, i.e., it first creates a skeletal program tree whose
leaves are either terminals or unexpanded guarded nodes (this
includes implicitly guarded generator nodes, see Sec. III).
It then tries to expand these unfinished nodes recursively
(we will later see that it can always decide where to proceed
next). This way, our algorithm splits the AST construction
into multiple independent and simpler constructions of smaller
sub-trees.2 If a recursive call cannot find a valid sub-tree
in the given context, our algorithm first learns a new fail
pattern by analyzing this context to prune the remaining search
space. It then generates an alternative context (i.e., it alters
the skeleton or a recursively constructed sub-tree so that none
1 The selection of a random production has to obey the height limits for
recursive productions, see Sec. IV-A. Also note that the selection uses a
weighted probability and that the user can annotate a production with @weight
to increase its probability over other productions with their implicit weight
of 1 (e.g., choosing mult from Fig. 3 is 3 times as likely as choosing one).
2 Users can even boost this effect by annotating classes with @unit. Such
classes are handled like guarded classes (the guard is always satisfied).

01: function F UZZ(root , fps )
02: {alt}: while A LTERNATIVE(root, fps ) do
03:
while (guarded ← F IND G UARDED(root )) 6= ∅ do
04:
next ← C HOOSE N EXT(guarded)
05:
next _fps ← F ILTER A ND T RIM(root , next , fps )
06:
res ← F UZZ(next , next _fps )
if res 6= S UCCESS then
07:
08:
fps←fps ∪ {N EW FAIL PATTERN(root , next , fps , res )}
09:
continue {alt}
if A LL G UARDS T RUE(root ) then return S UCCESS
10:
11:
else fps ← fps ∪ { N EW FAIL PATTERN(root ) }
12:
D ECONSTRUCT(root )
13: if failed due to height limit then return H EIGHT
14: else return FAIL

Fig. 5: Novel fuzzing algorithm.
of the fail patterns prohibits this and so that it only requires
small changes to the AST) and tries the completion again. This
process is repeated until the AST is complete.
Fig. 5 shows the recursive F UZZ procedure that implements
our fuzzing algorithm. We explain it in a top-down way; the
four subsections below fill in the details.
F UZZ receives as input the root node of the sub-tree that
should be created, as well as a list fps of fail patterns that the
new sub-tree has to conform to (the very first call of F UZZ
receives an empty list of fail patterns).
Each iteration of the {alt} loop (lines 2–11) generates a
new A LTERNATIVE that none of the previously learned fail
patterns in fps prohibit (see subsections IV-B1 and IV-B2). As
motivated above, A LTERNATIVE only handles the unguarded
nodes, i.e., it constructs a skeletal program tree that may still
contain unfinished guarded nodes (e.g., it may generate the
partial AST from Fig. 4(a)). F UZZ handles the remaining
guarded nodes (e.g., the UseVariable node) by recursively
calling itself for each such node in turn (lines 3–9; see
subsection IV-B3 for details). To ensure that the recursive
construction of the next node does not create a sub-tree
that any of the fail patterns in fps prohibit, F UZZ uses
F ILTER A ND T RIM (line 5) to determine the fail patterns that
are relevant for the call (see subsection IV-B1). Whenever the
recursive instantiation of a guarded node fails (lines 7–9) or
the guards of the current root node are not satisfied3 (line 11),
F UZZ creates a N EW FAIL PATTERN (see subsection IV-B4 for
details) and moves on to the next alternative.
If F UZZ can complete a single alternative to a valid subtree that satisfies all guards, height limits, and fail patterns,
it returns S UCCESS plus the tree that it built as a side-effect
(line 10). If, however, F UZZ cannot find such a tree and there
is no A LTERNATIVE left, it deconstructs the last alternative
and either returns H EIGHT (if the failure is due to a height
limit for recursive productions) or FAIL (lines 12–14).
1) Construction of Alternative Sub-Trees: A LTERNATIVE’s
task is to construct a skeletal sub-tree that ends with terminals
3 In some cases, the guards of the root node only depend on some children.
Our actual implementation thus checks these guards after each recursive call.
To ease the presentation, we decided to simplify the algorithm here.
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01: function A LTERNATIVE(current , fps )
02: if C ONTAINS W ILDCARD PATTERN(fps ) then return false
03: if I S G UARDED C HILD(current ) then
04:
D ECONSTRUCT(current )
05:
return true
06: if S HRINK L IST(current , fps ) then return true
07: for all children ch of current in order of dependencies do
08:
ch_fps ← F ILTER A ND T RIM(current , ch , fps )
09:
if A LTERNATIVE(ch , ch _fps ) then return true
10: return D ECONSTRUCTA ND R EPLACE(current , fps )

Fig. 6: Construction of an alternative tree.
or (unfinished) guarded nodes and that none of the previously
learned fail patterns prohibit. In theory, each call of A LTER NATIVE could create a new sub-tree from scratch. Since, in
general, this would discard previously constructed sub-trees
and the work that was necessary to build them, we use a more
sophisticated approach that only replaces a small portion of
the last alternative (if possible). To do so, A LTERNATIVE is
a recursive depth-first traversal on the current sub-tree, see
Fig. 6. The traversal either just passes the current node (and
leaves it unchanged) or replaces the current node’s sub-tree
with an alternative. There are three base cases: 1) If the
fail patterns for current contain a wildcard pattern (i.e., a
pattern consisting of a single *), there is no alternative left
for current and A LTERNATIVE returns to its caller (line 2).
2) If current is one of the guarded children of the currently
constructed root node, A LTERNATIVE does not proceed with
the traversal, since it only handles skeletal program trees of
unguarded nodes. Instead, it deconstructs the current sub-tree
(see subsection IV-B2) and ends its search for an alternative
(lines 3–5). The deconstruction ensures that a future recursive
call of F UZZ will construct a new alternative for this subtree. 3) If current is the root node of a partially constructed
@list structure (i.e., if the first n elements of the list have
already been constructed successfully, but the construction of
the n +1 st element failed), the list is shrunk to a shorter list
containing only the first n elements (unless this is prohibited
by any of the fail patterns; line 6). This ensures that our
fuzzing algorithm does not try to create infinitely large lists.
In all other cases, current is an unguarded node that may
or may not have children. If it has, A LTERNATIVE traverses
them recursively. If there are multiple children, they are
visited in order of their dependencies (line 7), i.e., if ch1
depends on ch2 (but not vice versa), ch1 is visited before
ch2 . This reduces the overall runtime: If we changed ch2
first, in general this would also require changes in the subtree at ch1 due to the dependency. Before visiting a child ch,
F ILTER A ND T RIM removes all fail patterns that do not match
the context surrounding ch as those fail patterns are irrelevant
for the construction of an alternative in ch. Of those whose
contexts match, it then trims off this context, i.e., the parts that
do not belong to the smaller sub-tree at ch. As an example,
consider the AST and fail patterns in Fig. 7. F ILTER A ND T RIM
finds that the fail pattern F2 is irrelevant for ch since its toplevel production a2 differs from a1 in the AST. The contexts of

a1 current

F1

b1 ch

∗

b1

b1

b3

b2
c1

F2

a1

(a) Example AST.

c2

F4

...

b1

b1

∗

b3

F3

b3
b2

a2

∗

a1

b1

b2

b2

...

a1

c3

b2

(b) Four example fail patterns, F1 –F4 .

Fig. 7: Filtering and trimming of fail patterns with respect to
the node ch; the dashed boxes depict the results.
the other fail patterns (everything outside of the dashed boxes)
match the given AST. F ILTER A ND T RIM thus trims off these
contexts and only the dashed boxes are used as fail patterns
when generating an A LTERNATIVE for ch.
If it cannot find an alternative for any of the children,
A LTERNATIVE tries to replace current itself (line 10): If there
is a skeletal sub-tree that none of the fail patterns in fps
prohibit, D ECONSTRUCTA ND R EPLACE removes the current
sub-tree (see subsection IV-B2) and replaces it with a new tree.
Otherwise, the search for an alternative returns to the parent.
2) Deconstruction of Sub-Trees: The construction of alternatives may require the deconstruction of previously generated
sub-trees. If there were no attributes and guards, we could
simply remove the AST nodes. But due to the attributes,
a deconstruction may also affect other parts of the AST
(think of the example language: removing a variable definition
invalidates all its usages elsewhere in the AST). Hence, the
deconstruction traverses the AST and deletes all attribute
values that can no longer be computed. If the value of a guard
attribute is deleted, the respective sub-tree is deconstructed
recursively since its validity can no longer be ensured.
This recursive deconstruction is not as costly as it sounds. In
practice only few additional sub-trees have to be deconstructed
for two reasons: First, since A LTERNATIVE visits the children
in order of their dependencies, it in general deconstructs subtrees that only few other sub-trees depend on. Second, each
recursive call of F UZZ constructs a sub-tree independently
from the surrounding AST. Thus, a deconstruction can only
affect nodes in the currently constructed sub-tree.
3) Instantiation of Guarded Nodes and Generators: As
described above, F UZZ is called recursively to extend the
guarded nodes of a skeleton (line 6 in Fig. 5). To decide
whether a sub-tree for the next guarded node satisfies all
guards (or to create the productions for generator nodes), in
general all its inherited attributes need to be known. Luckily,
because of our skeleton-first construction, all unguarded nodes
have already been constructed and have their attributes evaluated as far as possible. And because of the restrictions on
L A L A specifications (see Sec. III-B) there is always at least
one next node that does not depend on other guarded nodes in
the current sub-tree. Thus, C HOOSE N EXT in line 4 of Fig. 5
can always return a next node where F UZZ can continue.
If the recursive call does not return S UCCESSfully, it did not
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TABLE I: L A L A statistics and output after 72 hours.
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Fig. 8: Construction of a generalized fail pattern (FP) F .
find a next sub-tree that satisfies all fail patterns, guards, and
height limits, so the current sub-tree generated by the caller
cannot be completed either. To make sure that the fuzzer does
not make the same mistake again and to prune the remaining
search space, N EW FAIL PATTERN creates a new generalized
fail pattern (see subsection IV-B4) that is added to the already
learned fail patterns in fps. The next call of A LTERNATIVE
then replaces the sub-tree with a new alternative (if possible).
4) Construction of New Generalized Fail Patterns: Fail
patterns have a direct impact on the overall runtime. In
principle, we could use full trees as fail patterns, but with such
patterns that only exclude a single (already failed) alternative
from further consideration, our algorithm would degenerate to
naïve backtracking. The more wildcards a fail pattern has, the
more alternatives it prunes from the search space. But overly
general patterns may also exclude valid trees. Our algorithm
would then discard sub-trees that could still be completed and
it would hence waste the work spent to partially construct
them. In the worst case, it would not find a valid tree at all.
We make use of the following observation to decide which
nodes can be safely replaced by a wildcard, i.e., without
excluding valid alternatives: When the recursive call for the
next node FAILs4 (lines 7–9 in Fig. 5), it could not find a valid
tree in the given context. This context consists of both the fail
patterns next_fps that the caller passed to the recursive call
and the inherited attribute values of next. The key insight here
is the following: If F UZZ is called again with the exact same
context for next, the call would inevitably fail again; only
if this context changes, the next construction may become
possible. Thus, if changing a node N potentially also changes
the context (by affecting the set next_fps or the inherited
attribute values of next), we have to keep N in the fail pattern
(a future call of A LTERNATIVE could then replace N to create
a new context for next). If, however, changing N does not
affect the context, N can be safely replaced by a wildcard.
Let us illustrate this with the example in Fig. 8 (in the AST,
circles represent attributes and the dashed arrows depict their
dependencies). Assume that the algorithm already learned the
fail patterns F1 and F2 in Fig. 8(b) and passed the trimmed and
filtered sub-patterns in the dashed boxes to the next call. When
the call FAILs, we begin the construction of a new fail pattern
by adding the non-wildcard nodes from these previous patterns
4 The construction of fail patterns for a root node with failing guards
(line 11 in Fig. 5) works analogously, but it suffices to consider the attribute
dependencies of the guards; we omit details due to space constraints.

C
Lua
SQL-W
SQL-A
SMT
Csmith

1 068
1 007
2 449
2 435
469
—

1 327 130
1 230 039
1 372 286
1 370 929
8 823 465
546 042

73.7
47.2
53.6
53.3
43.3
—

154.6
110.7
78.0
69.2
122.9
56.1

2 092
1 083
401
356
154
1164

80.6
60.4
41.1
36.6
10.2
107.0

SQL-W: SQL with wrappers; SQL-A: SQL with arithmetic operations

(highlighted nodes in Fig. 8(b)):5 The nodes a, b, d, and e
must be included, since changing any of these nodes would
also change the set next_fps (for example, if we changed e
in the AST, F1 would no longer match and its dashed subpattern would not be passed to the next call; this changes
the context). We then add all nodes that the inherited attribute
values of next directly or indirectly depend on (highlighted
arrows in Fig. 8(a)), i.e., we also add the node f . The resulting
fail pattern F is depicted in Fig. 8(c). Note that the node c
legitimately becomes a wildcard: No matter how we change
c, the next sub-tree could still not be completed.
As another example, reconsider Fig. 4. When the first
call for the UseVariable sub-tree FAILs, the new fail pattern
initially consists of all nodes on the chain to the root node.
Since the inherited attributes of the failing node do not depend
on the Identifier node, this nodes becomes a wildcard.
If the recursive call for next failed due to the height limit for
recursive productions, the N EW FAIL PATTERN only contains
the chain from the root to the failing node (nodes a and d in
the example). This forces A LTERNATIVE to replace the next
node’s parent d with an alternative and prevents our algorithm
from running into the height limit over and over again.
V. E VALUATION
This section presents four case studies covering four different programming languages (C, Lua, SQL, and SMT-LIB 2).
We evaluate ∗Smith both qualitatively and quantitatively: Our
results show that ∗Smith can be used for a variety of quite
different languages and testing scenarios and that it is able to
efficiently generate huge test programs that uncover real bugs.
All (runtime) measurements were conducted on a single
core of a workstation equipped with 128 GB of RAM and eight
2.4 GHz Intel Xeon CPUs running OpenJDK 8 on Debian 8.
A. Case Study 1: C
Our first case study targets crashes of GCC and LLVM, two
open-source compilers for the imperative, statically typed C
language. Our L A L A specification (consisting of only 1 068
non-empty, non-comment lines; see Table I) ensures that
the generated programs are compilable, but most of them
cannot be executed without a runtime error.6 We compare the
5 If there were no previous fail patterns, we would initialize the fail pattern
as the chain from the root node to the failing child (i.e., nodes a and d); this
ensures that the new fail pattern can be matched against the root node.
6 Our other case studies suggest that ruling out these runtime errors as well
as all occurrences of undefined behavior is possible in principle, but due to
the huge number of such cases in C [4] this is out of the scope of this paper.
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Fig. 9: Number of distinct crashes of GCC and LLVM.
efficiency and effectiveness of ∗Smith to that of Csmith [4].7
Although Csmith can even guarantee that the generated programs are free of undefined behavior to enable RDT, it is also,
to the best of our knowledge, the most efficient and effective
tool for detecting C compiler crashes.
Like Csmith, we support arrays, pointers, structs and
unions, const and volatile qualifiers, gotos, and labels. We
also support constructs like recursive functions or overflows
that Csmith disallows due to their undefined behavior.
To evaluate the efficiency of ∗Smith, we compare the output
that it generates within 72 hours with that of Csmith. Table I
holds the results: ∗Smith generates more programs (2.43×)
and achieves a higher total throughput (2.75×) than Csmith.
Moreover, ∗Smith generates even larger programs.
To show that ∗Smith is effective, we compiled the generated
programs with different versions of two C compilers, GCC
{4.0.0, 4.1.0, 4.2.0, 4.3.0} and LLVM {1.9, 2.0, 2.1, 2.2},8
on five different optimization levels (-O[0-3], -Os). We used a
time limit of 10s per compilation as some runs appeared to
be hanging in endless loops. In case of a compiler crash, both
GCC and LLVM print an error message and location; similar
to Yang et al. [4], we count different errors as different bugs.
Fig. 9 depicts the results, partitioned into bugs that were
found by both tools, and bugs that were only found by Csmith
or ∗Smith. To show that ∗Smith’s higher effectiveness is not
only due to its higher efficiency, we not only report the results
for all 1 327 130 ∗Smith programs (hatched bars), but also
for the subset consisting of the first 546 042 programs (solid
bars). In total, the programs generated by Csmith trigger 115
different crashes (33 in GCC and 82 in LLVM). Even if we
only consider the subset, the ∗Smith programs already trigger
143 different crashes (55 in GCC and 88 in LLVM). When we
add the remaining programs, this number grows to 165 (63
in GCC and 102 in LLVM). These results not only suggest
that ∗Smith is more effective in triggering compiler crashes
than the language-specific Csmith, but also emphasize the
importance of a highly efficient fuzzer.
7 We used the most recent version 2.3 and configured Csmith to omit
comments (for a fairer comparison of program sizes) and to not emit code
that computes the hash sums of global variables (only needed for RDT).
8 We used older versions of both compilers due to their higher bug density
compared to newer versions [4]. This allows for a fairer comparison.

Note that only about 28% of all crashes were triggered
by both tools. We attribute this to the differences in the
generated programs: While Csmith mainly generates nested
calls of helper functions, ∗Smith generates programs that make
heavy use of arithmetic expressions. This enables different
optimization techniques, which in turn leads to different bugs.
B. Case Study 2: Lua
In the remaining three case studies, we not only consider
compiler crashes, but also search for wrong results via RDT:
We feed the generated programs into all implementations,
compare the outputs, and count deviations from the majority
vote9 as a wrong result. This requires that the generated
programs are free of undefined behavior.
Our L A L A specification for the dynamically typed, imperative language Lua supports most features of Lua 5.1 [40] (this
is the version supported by the LuaJIT implementation [41]
that we wanted to include). As far as we know, there is
no generally applicable approach yet to create type-correct
programs in a dynamically typed language (even the recent
CodeAlchemist [42] for JavaScript cannot guarantee this). We
could treat Lua like a statically typed language, but this would
severely limit the expressiveness of the generated programs.
We thus propose a more sophisticated approach: A variable (or
table member) may hold values of different types on different
control flow paths; when these paths meet, we merge the types
to a common type. (Although our L A L A rules allow nested
control structures and even break statements that may bypass
variable definitions, we found that these computations can be
mapped to attribute rules quite easily.) Whenever a variable
is redefined, we ensure that the new type is compatible to
the old one (e.g., in Lua a number is compatible to a boolean
value, because the former can be used in all places where the
latter can be used). This way, we can ensure that all variable
usages are type-correct and still allow for variables whose type
changes dynamically.
Like C, Lua has undefined behavior. For example, a Lua
implementation may freely choose the evaluation order of
expression lists. In case of side effects, this may lead to
differing program results (which prevents RDT). Moreover,
the range of Lua’s numbers is implementation-defined. Thus, to
enable RDT, our L A L A rules exclude all undefined behavior
and we made sure that all compared implementations use
the same number range. To easily compare the executions
of different implementations, the generated programs print
pseudo-random numbers when entering blocks, as well as the
values of all global variables at the end of the program.
Despite the higher requirements that our L A L A rules impose
on the Lua programs to rule out all undefined behavior, the
throughput of ∗Smith is almost as high as for C, see Table I.
This also supports our claim that ∗Smith is truly languageagnostic and generalizes to languages that differ clearly.
We used the generated programs to search for bugs in different Lua implementations. Besides all versions of the reference
9 As always with RDT, the majority could be wrong. To mitigate this risk, we
manually analyzed some of the failure-inducing test programs, see Sec. V-E.
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Fig. 10: Number of wrong results and segmentation faults in
different Lua implementations (logarithmic plot).
implementation, lua 5.1.[0-5], we also considered all publicly
available versions of the alternative LuaJIT implementation,
LuaJIT 2.0.0-beta[1-11], 2.0.[0-5], and 2.1.0-beta[1-3].
In preliminary experiments we found that some of the
generated programs contain an endless loop or produce huge
outputs. We thus introduced a time limit of 5s per execution
and limited the size of the outputs to 1 MiB (higher thresholds
could only increase the number of uncovered bugs). We also
discovered that the different versions disagree whether or not
to distinguish between +0 and −0 when printing variable
values. Since the correct behavior is questionable,10 we filtered
these values when comparing the different outputs.
Fig. 10 depicts the results. The Lua programs generated
within 72 hours trigger wrong results in 5 different versions of
lua, as well as wrong results in 5 and segmentation faults in 10
different versions of LuaJIT. While we did not find any bugs in
the most recent versions, the results still show the effectiveness
of ∗Smith: Older versions of lua and LuaJIT contained (one or
more) bugs that could have easily been detected with ∗Smith.
C. Case Study 3: SQL
Third, we cover the statically typed, declarative database
query language SQL. The generated queries are self-contained,
i.e., they contain schema, table, and view definitions, as well
as insert operations. The queries may also contain (nested)
select statements, which may involve compound filtering
conditions, joins, group by operations, as well as aggregate
and window functions (e.g., count or max).
Unfortunately, since there is implementation-defined behavior in SQL (for example w.r.t. the internal representation of
strings or the handling of NULL values), database implementations differ considerably. As this hampers RDT, our L A L A
rules exclude all language features that the tested implementations handle differently. One notable exception is the size
of numeric data types: The databases under test use different
sizes, but excluding all numeric values would considerably
limit the expressiveness of the generated queries. Our first
approach (SQL-W) to still compare different implementations
is inspired by Csmith [4] and replaces all arithmetic operations
with wrapper functions. These functions check if an operation
causes an overflow in any of the tested databases, in which
case they return a dummy value. Unfortunately, this prevents many query optimizations and hides optimization-related
10 http://lua-users.org/lists/lua-l/2011-06/msg00188.html.

MariaDB

MySQL

IMD

Fig. 11: Unique bugs per SQL database that ∗Smith uncovered
and that have been confirmed; no bugs found in PostgreSQL.
bugs. Our second approach (SQL-A) thus allows arithmetic
operations that possibly overflow. While this leads to some
erroneous queries, the databases report these overflows at
runtime; we can thus easily detect and discard such queries.
Table I shows the throughput for both variants. In comparison with the other languages, ∗Smith generates a similar
number of programs and AST nodes. But the the total size of
the generated files is slightly lower since the complexity of
SQL (and hence our L A L A specifications) leads to complex,
deep ASTs: While the median height of the generated SQL
ASTs is 55, the median height of the C ASTs (the second
highest value in our case studies) is only 32.
We searched for bugs in four different databases: PostgreSQL [43], MariaDB [44], MySQL [45], and a commercially
available in-memory database (called IMD below). When we
started fuzzing these databases, ∗Smith quickly uncovered
bugs. While this was delightful (at least for us), this also
complicated the search for more bugs. Some of the initial bugs
were triggered so often, that manually inspecting the failureinducing queries to check for other bugs quickly became
infeasible. We thus reported the bugs and temporarily excluded
the failure-inducing constructs from our L A L A specifications
(i.e., we used subsets of SQL-W and SQL-A to search for
further bugs). Therefore, we do not evaluate the effectiveness
of ∗Smith with the queries from Table I, but Fig. 11 presents
the number of confirmed bug reports instead.
Only in PostgreSQL ∗Smith did not find any bugs. For
MariaDB, we reported 6 unique bugs (4 wrong results, 2
invalid runtime errors or segmentation faults) that have already
been confirmed (1 more wrong result is currently pending). 3
of these bugs (plus the 1 pending bug) also occur in MySQL
(which MariaDB was initially forked from). In IMD, ∗Smith
uncovered 15 confirmed bugs (5 wrong results, 10 errors or
segmentation faults). This higher number is a consequence of
the IMD developers responding quickly and providing patched
versions during our evaluation. This allowed us to detect
additional, previously hidden bugs.
D. Case Study 4: SMT-LIB 2
SMT-LIB 2 [46] is the statically typed, declarative language
that most competitive SMT solvers support to specify firstorder logic formulas. Since these are often used for program
verification tasks, their correctness is important [47], [48].
SMT solvers typically support different logics that define
which data types and language constructs may be used. We
picked the QF_UFBV logic that supports uninterpreted functions
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solver versions (logarithmic plot); no bugs found in z3. We
only found segmentation faults in CVC4 1.4 (triggered by more
than half of our SMT scripts) and thus omit these bugs here.
and bit vectors (of arbitrary size) without quantifiers, since this
logic is supported by multiple different solvers and suffices
for many program verification tasks. The L A L A specification
supports most of the QF_UFBV features, including functions,
assertions, push/pop commands, let expressions, extract and
concat operations, as well as the boolean and bit vector
expressions defined by the language standard. To enable RDT,
we avoid the undefined behavior of the division and remainder
operations for divisors of 0 by guarding these with an ite (ifthen-else) operation. Other than this, there is no undefined
behavior: Formulas are either satisifiable (sat) or not (unsat).
As SMT scripts describe logical conjunctions, the probability that a random formula is unsat increases with its size. This
decreases the chances to find bugs. We thus chose production
weights that lead to smaller (but more) programs, see Table I.
While the throughput is still high, it is slightly lower than for
the other languages, since SMT-LIB 2 is strongly typed and
thus imposes many restrictions on the generated scripts.
We used the generated SMT scripts to search for bugs in all
four solvers that participated in the QF_UFBV track of the most
recent SMT competition, SMT-COMP 2019 [49]. For z3 [50],
CVC4 [51], and Yices [52] we picked the respective current
version as well as several older versions. For Boolector [53]
the situation is slightly more intricate. The latest release,
Boolector 3.0.0, erroneously rejects many scripts due to 2
bugs that ∗Smith uncovered in preliminary experiments. We
reported these bugs and both of them have been fixed by now.
Below, Boolector 3.0.0∗ refers to a patched version. Due to
the bugs, we had to exclude older versions of Boolector.
Fig. 12 shows the number of wrong results that the generated scripts uncovered in the solvers via RDT.While we did
not observe any cases where z3 computed the wrong result,
we found bugs in at least one version of all other solvers.
For Yices, we found bugs in older versions that apparently
have been fixed by now. 4 267 of the 4 272 scripts for which
Yices 2.3.0 yields the wrong result also trigger a bug in
Yices 2.4.0 and 2.5.0. This indicates that one or more bugs
stayed unnoticed across several releases (spanning more than
17 months) that could have easily been detected with ∗Smith.
For CVC4 and Boolector, the situation is even more severe,
as we found bugs in the current versions of both solvers.
Upon further investigation, we found that the wrong results
of CVC4 and Boolector are likely due to 1 bug in each solver.
We reported both bugs to the respective developers. In both

cases, the developers confirmed and fixed the bugs. Thus, in
total, we reported 4 bugs that have been confirmed and fixed.
This shows that ∗Smith is a valuable tool that can detect
severe, previously unknown bugs, even in supposedly well
tested (since safety-critical) applications like SMT solvers.
E. Threats to Validity
Since we are by no means experts for any of the four
programming languages that we used to evaluate ∗Smith, it
is possible that our L A L A specifications do not fully conform
to the respective language definition. While crashes and segmentation faults are clear bugs, the case is more intricate for
bugs that manifest as wrong results. In principle, it is possible
that we erroneously blamed a compiler due to an invalid input
program (or, similarly, that a majority vote was wrong and
that we falsely punished the minority). To mitigate this risk,
for each compiler version that our evaluation flagged defective
we manually reduced and analyzed several failure-inducing
test programs. We did not observe a single case in which the
respective compiler was actually correct. Also note that we
reported all bugs that we found in any of the current compiler
versions; all of these bugs (except for a pending one) have
been confirmed by the respective developers.
We had to manually patch the older GCC and LLVM
versions to build them with a modern toolchain. This may
have introduced bugs. But since our Csmith results closely
resemble those of its original evaluation [4], we are confident
that the impacts of our patches are negligible.
Our results could differ both quantitatively and qualitatively,
had we used other random seeds, production weights, or height
limits. However, most of the bugs that we found were triggered
by more than one program. Chances are high that these bugs
would have also been found with different configurations.
VI. C ONCLUSION
We presented ∗Smith, a novel framework for the generation
of compilable test programs in arbitrary, real programming
languages. Users of ∗Smith do not need to implement the
program generation logic. Instead, they provide a specification
in a newly designed language L A L A that captures the syntactic
and semantic rules of the respective programming language
in a concise, declarative way that is inspired by attribute
grammars. Key to our approach is a new fuzzing algorithm
that uses novel technical ideas (only local modifications in
the AST; fail patterns to prune the search space) to achieve a
high throughput and to generate large, complex test programs.
Four case studies showed that ∗Smith is flexible, efficient,
and effective, and hence a valuable tool for the developers of
compilers and other language processors.
∗Smith and our example specifications are open-source
(https://github.com/FAU-Inf2/StarSmith).
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